
ClearSIGN
Signalling technology in its most 
spectacular form.
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Maximised choice

of colours.

The new ClearSIGN signal tower combines a slim unob-

trusive design with cutting edge lighting technology and 

great functionality.  Signalling technology has moved 

significantly forward in a most logical manner. The homo-

genous light effect is particularly impressive and when 

a light is activated comes to l ife in a unique form. Clear-

SIGN uses purely LEDs which help create an unobtrusive 

minimalistic design with a high level of functionality.

Using the latest electronic l ighting controls, signal tower 

elements are i l luminated to a previously unseen bright-

ness and create a uniquely fluid i l lumination effect.
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Signal in style.

The demand for modern and clear industrial design is 

growing and this puts equal demands on signalling tech-

nology. ClearSIGN combines a slim unobtrusive design 

with cutting edge technology and functionality. If no 

status l ight is required, the signal tower stands elegantly 

in the background, appearing to be vir tually invisible, 

melting perfectly into the background with its semi-trans-

parent housing. Only when il luminated does the unique 

light effect burst into action.

A further feature is the exceptionally sl im design which 

really does set it aside from other traditional signal tower 

designs.
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Packed with smart 

intel l igence.

Alongside the proven 24V power supply an IO link version 

is available for the first time which will considerably in-

crease the application possibilities. RGB LEDs allow a wide 

variety of colours to be selected for any tier of the tower 

giving the operator maximum flexibility in choice of light 

effect, light intensity and colour.  The optical signal can be 

enhanced with an optional audible alarm.

Using an IO link will enable the device to be used for the 

first time as a level or temperature indicator.  The signal 

tower fil ls up with light and changes colour when a critical 

level or condition is reached.  All functions are simple to 

program using the IO link interface.
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A giant leap forward in 

signall ing technology.

For over sixty years now WERMA Signaltechnik has been 

developing beacons and sounders for customers with 

demanding applications and an eye for the latest design 

features. The innovative company sets a new milestone in 

the development of industrial signalling technology with 

its new ClearSIGN range which is not only completely in 

tune with the spirit of modern industrial technology but 

also achieves a unique aesthetic imprint.
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WERMA Signaltechnik GmbH + Co. KG

Dürbheimer Str. 15 | D-78604 Rietheim-Weilheim

info@werma.com | www.werma.com

www.werma-ClearSIGN.com


